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The Fi-Glass Fireball is the perfect entry level family boat: small enough to handle 
easily, big enough to provide confidence in sheltered waters, versatile and fun.

A
fter a week of rain, a blue silk banner hung over Lake 
Dunstan and ducks quacked about happily. I was 
taking a spin in Pavlos (Pav) Van Aalst’s brand-new Fi-
Glass Fireball, a model released in May 2014 following a 
polite wait for Mercury’s new 75hp motor. 

We’re a fleet of three: Pav’s Fireball with plenty of 
factory options; the basic, un-optioned version piloted by Jeremy 
Brown of Fi-Glass Boats; and a centre console version helmed 
by Fi-Glass managing director Griff Simpson. Tim Porter, an 
experienced powerboater with Boating New Zealand, was also 
along to check out the new model.

Pav and his fiancée Jo have owned their Fireball a mere six 
months; they are new to boating, making them the exact target 
market for this boat, which in turn is a perfect fit for exploring 
Southland’s Lake Dunstan.

The Fi-Glass Fireball has been introducing Kiwi families 
to boating for nearly 50 years. It was first released in 1968 at 
4.2m long with a 1.5m beam and a 14-degree deadrise. Nearly 
5000 Fireballs were built. In 1979 they sold for $3,995; a good 
secondhand one still sells for $4,000.

Last year, Fi-Glass released the new Fireball hull. It is a tad 
bigger at 4.75m long with a 2.0m beam, greatly increased internal 
freeboard and has an 18-degree deadrise. 

“It doesn’t sound like a big increase in size but it makes a 
noticeable difference to the safety aspect and how the boat feels 
on the water, and that’s reassuring for newcomers to boating,” 
Griff says. 

The Fi-Glass Fireball has an integrated hull and deck 
construction, using strong solid fibreglass and a foam-cored 
transom – all of which has a six-year structural, transferrable 
written hull warranty. Unlike the original Fireball, which 
had timber stringers, the 2014 version has no timber in its 
construction.

AT THE HELM
Pav and I took our places in the twin, steel powder-coated 
pedestal swivel seats with vinyl-covered cushions. The helm 
position suited Pav and even Tim, who is taller, had plenty of room 
when he took the helm later. There are twin, rear-mounted aft 
seats for passengers.

FI-GLASS FOREVER
Words by Lisa Scott   Photos by James Allan

Boat review Fi-Glass Fireball and Ski Angler
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The cockpit sides are fully lined with carpet; side-shelves 
covered with vinyl provide access to storage. There was no fishing 
on our outing but the boat seems easy to keep clean with UV-
stabilised carpet in the sole. There is a large, easy access anchor 
compartment for no-mess stowage.

For a boat of this size, the side decks are relatively wide which 
helps when getting on and off the boat and provides a perch 
when fishing.

The moulded acrylic top screen provided ample protection 
from the wind and the large-diameter rail is extra-strong for safety.

The dashboard is simple with just enough room for gauges, 
and the stereo runs off your phone’s Bluetooth so speakers in the 
back can pump out your favourite tunes. There are fenders for 
enthusiastic learners, an anchor hatch, a step-through windscreen 
and nav lights.

“I said, ‘You can’t go out in a boat at night,” says Pav, “but you can.” 
Jo gives the Fireball a tick of approval, too. “I was so pleased 

when I saw it,” she says. Safety is paramount, especially now that 
they have children and they want a boat with which they feel 
comfortable.
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At 400kg, the Fireball is easy to launch and retrieve. One person 
can manage the boat while the other parks the trailer.

MERCURY POWER
In open water, Pav applied the power, and our Fireball was quickly 
up on the plane. It maintained a level attitude, requiring only 
minimal adjustments to outboard trim to keep it at the most 
efficient and comfortable ride.

The standard engine for the Fireball would be a Mercury 50hp, 
but Pav’s boat runs the Mercury four-stroke 75hp on Griff’s advice, 
with two, 25-litre petrol tanks, making it easy to switch from one 
to the other.

“I did put the biggest engine possible on the back,” Griff says, 
“and the motor’s not heavy for the boat either. It sits really well.” 
Top speed is around 50mph or 80km/hr.

But petrol heads may miss the roar of power: Mercury’s new 
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The retro-style steering wheel and dashboard hark back to the original 
Fi-Glass Fireball which was released in 1968.
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 Engine speed Boat speed Fuel burn 

 rpm knots L/h 
 500 1.2 1.6
 1000 1.9 2.4 
 1500 3.8 4.4 
 2000 5.8 6.7 
 2500 28.3 7.8 
 3000 37.7 9.7 
 3500 42.3 11.8
 4000 50.7 16.4 
 4500 60.1 19.9 
 5000 65.4 26.5
 5200 68.3 27.2 

PERFORMANCE
Fi-Glass Pav Delux Fireball

NEW !
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four-stroke 75hp motor is quiet, almost too quiet.
“Is it on?” Pav asks several times as we head out into the lake. 
Griff says the hydraulic steering is for reduced engine torque so 

that Jo can drive it comfortably. She is looking forward to getting 
Pav on the biscuit, and upgraded steering will make it a little bit 
easier to drive. “It is not necessary, however Pav likes things to be 
easy to use all round,” says Griff.

We have flat, calm conditions but with three boats on the water, 
we dealt easily with each other’s wakes – a good way to get a feel 
for how it would handle moderate conditions. And if we were to 
strike inclement weather, a 500 gallon-per-hour auto-electric bilge 
pump would pump the boat dry.

Travelling in convoy, we run up under the bridge, where the wind 
whips up off the dark, deep Clyde Dam. Despite the chop, these 

The Fi-Glass Fireball Ski Angler is the centre console version of the Fireball. This example is powered by a Mercury 60hp outboard.
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Fi-Glass’ managing 
director Griff Simpson 
believes boating is a vital 
part of being a Kiwi.

Fi-Glass Ski Angler
THE CENTRE CONSOLE is marketed as the Fi-Glass Ski 
Angler. It has the same hull as the Fireball except that there is 
no foredeck apart from the anchor locker.
The helmseat is a bench seat which doubles as chillybin 
storage and there is a moulded forward-facing seat in front 
of the console. This has good storage and ample room for 
gauges and a GPS.
The layout provides good room for fishing in a small boat and 
a stable platform at rest. Griff was driving it with a Mercury 
four-stroke 60hp outboard, getting ample power and 
performance from a distinctly quiet engine.
Priced under $30,000, this is an entry level centre console and 
alternative to aluminium options. It is especially popular in 
warmer climes.

 

 Engine speed Boat speed Fuel burn 

 rpm knots L/h 
 500 3.7 0.9
 1000 5.4 1.3 
 1500 6.7 1.8 
 2000 9.05 2.8 
 2500 11.4 4.8 
 3000 19.3 5.5 
 3500 29.8 6.1
 4000 36.4 7.8 
 4500 43.8 10.9 
 5000 49.2 13 
 5500 54.5 16.4 
 6000 59.6 19.6

PERFORMANCE
Fi-Glass Centre Console

Phone 09 438 6884 www.seamac.co.nz 
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boats deliver a fun ride, and by the time we get to Cromwell’s Old Town, 
my face hurts from smiling. An historic precinct featuring restored gold 
rush-era buildings turned galleries and artisan businesses, Old Town 
looks like scenery from a spaghetti western.

We finish our day back at Pisa Moorings, a relatively new sub-
division – Cromwell by way of Miami – with a marina at the back 
door. Gone is the cultural wasteland of the 1980s and 90s. Now there 
are vineyards, restaurants, designer homes and farmers’ markets: no 

The basic Fireball 
without options is an 
ideal entry level boat 
at around $20,000.

Insurance is underwritten by Allianz Australia Insurance Limited (Incorporated in Australia) trading as Club Marine.
Please read the Policy Document available by phoning 0800 11 CLUB (2582) before deciding if the product is right for you.
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longer a drive-through but a destination. 
“Look how easy that was,” Pav exclaims as we pull into the 

dock. “It’s a great learning boat; the brand’s been around for such 
a long time and it’s New Zealand-made, so you know if something 
goes wrong, it can be fixed. Plus, if you have young children, it’s 
important you don’t mind the dings and scrapes – you’re worried, 
sure, but not absolutely freaking out, because the boat wasn’t 
super-expensive.” 

“Thank you,” I say, as we pull up to the jetty. 
“Don’t thank me yet,” says Pav. “I still have to park it.” Which 

he does, brilliantly. It goes home on the factory-galvanised 
trailer with multi-rollers, a jockey wheel and LED submersible 
trailer lights.

FISHING,

GO  HUNTING
UNDERWATER

     DON’T JUST GO  
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FROM LEFT: Pavlos Van Aalst’s tricked-up  
Fi-Glass, the centre console version 
marketed as the Ski Angler, and the basic 
Fireball without options.
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FI-GLASS ON DISPLAY
Fi-Glass Boats will be exhibiting the new Fireball at this month’s 
Hutchwilco New Zealand Boat Show. Families who order new 
boats will have only a six-week lead-time. Attention to detail is 
paramount at Fi-Glass; whether it’s a $20,000 boat or a Warrior 
hardtop with all the extras, ringing in at $95,000 to $100,000, every 
boat bears the legend ‘hand-crafted’. 

Fi-Glass builds a large number of boats for the domestic 
market however in recent years has expanded its export market 
focus. Almost 40% of Fi-Glass production is sold offshore, and 
Griff says  the target is 60%. The New Zealand industry took a 
pummeling in the GFC, but rather than hike prices, Fi-Glass 
set its sights on other markets. This saw Griff travelling with an 

interpreter, dealer and driver to Russia at excruciating expense. 
He banked the experience, developed dealerships in Tahiti, New 
Caledonia and Australia. There was even a hint of a Fiji market 
as well. 

“After Russia, nothing can seem very difficult,” he says.
Fi-Glass is New Zealand’s oldest production boat builder and 

Griff wants boating to remain within reach of the average family, 
which is why Fi-Glass specialises in the $20-70,000 range. Few 
boats go out at the basic price of $19,995, but it is possible to buy 
one at $110 a week with no deposit, including the standard 50hp 
Mercury and a six-year warranty.

“Boating is not a luxury,” says Griff, “at least it shouldn’t be. It’s a 
vital part of being a Kiwi.” B

Fi-Glass Fireball
➤ loa 4.7m
➤ beam 2m
➤ internal beam 1.61m
➤ free board 65m
➤ length on tralier 5.85m
➤ width on trailer 2.17m
➤ pax 5 adults
➤ total trailerable weight 645kg
➤ hull GRP
➤ Fireball Ski Angler, hull weight dry 390kg
➤ Fireball Delux Fireball hull weight dry 400kg 
➤ maximum hp 75hp
➤ manufactured by Fi-Glass Products Ltd


